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Rev. LeRoy Zemke, Pastor

Reflections
Living in the Now

                 continued on Page 3

... in quietness and in confi dence shall be your 
strength.
    Isaiah 30: 15 

Go confi dently in the direction of your dreams! Live 
the life you’ve imagined. As you simplify your life, 
the laws of the universe will be simpler.
    Henry David Thoreau

When you dance, your purpose is not to get to a 
certain place on the fl oor. It’s to enjoy each step 
along the way.       
    Wayne Dyer

In every real sense, we, each one, live in the now ... 
in the on-going moments of the hours, days, weeks, 
months and years of our lives.  We essentially cannot 
live elsewhere even when the current moments of our 
lives are disorganized, painful, agonizingly cruel or 
unbelievably diffi cult.

Staying present to the moment-by-moment 
expression of our life’s thrust in our personal world, in 
our business or professional world, or for that matter 
whatever may constitute the social, economic, political, 
psychological and spiritual environment is very often 
challenging and confl icting.  So what’s the option? Or 
stated another way, what choices do we have in the face 
of all manner of life’s uncertainties?

All spiritual traditions ask us to get quiet, to get still 
and to let go of appearances.  Appearances for example, 
are the imagined results of a medical test or group of 
tests.  Appearances are the observations we make of a 
diffi cult situation, a disagreement between people, a 

jumping to conclusions about someone’s behavior 
before we really know what is happening to them or 
perhaps why.  All of us know that misunderstandings 
occur with loved ones/friends, acquaintances and 
workers in our business or social life that later prove 
to be based on how we interpretated a situation, a 
tense voice tone or even a misunderstood gesture.  
When some or any of these ideas or experiences 
occur, we fail to live in the now.

Obviously we need to move confi dently in the 
direction of our good decisions, and trust our inner, 
deep and hopefully wise reasons for making choices.  
Rushing into fear, loss, hurt and disappointment is not 
a wise use of our energy and prevents us from staying 
present to the bigger picture of our life or the magical 
moments available to us, all around us or those we 
know and love.

Fear keeps us attached to the past and colors our 
future.  If we focused upon the negative consequences 
of driving an automobile, or riding a bicycle, sailing, 
running a race or any other kind of sport activity we 
can name, we would remain stopped by the image of 
... it cannot work ... or it will not work.

Life unfolds in the present. But so often, we let 
the present slip away, allowing time to rush past 
unobserved and unseized, and squandering the 
precious seconds of our lives as we worry about 
the future and ruminate about what’s past. “We’re 
living in a world that contributes in a major way to 
mental fragmentation, disintegration, distraction, 
decoherence,” says Buddhist scholar B. Alan Wallace. 
We’re always doing something, and we allow little 
time to practice stillness and calm.

When we’re at work, we fantasize about being on 
vacation; on vacation, we worry about the work piling 
up on our desks. We dwell on intrusive memories of 
the past or fret about what may or may not happen 
in the future. We don’t appreciate the living present 
because our “monkey minds,” as Buddhists call them, 
vault from thought to thought like monkeys swinging 
from tree to tree.

Most of us don’t undertake our thoughts in awareness. 
Rather, our thoughts control us. Ordinary thoughts 
course through our mind like a deafening waterfall, 
writes Jon Kabat-Zinn, the biomedical scientist who 
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introduced meditation into mainstream medicine. In 
order to feel more in control of our minds and our 
lives, to fi nd the sense of balance that eludes us, we 
need to step out of this current, to pause, and, as 
Kabat-Zinn puts it, to “rest in stillness—to stop doing 
and focus on just being.”

We need to live more in the moment. Living in the 
moment—also called mindfulness—is a state of active, 
open, intentional attention on the present. When you 
become mindful, you realize that you are not your 
thoughts; you become an observer of your thoughts 
from moment to moment without judging them. Mind-
fulness involves being with your thoughts as they are, 
neither grasping at them nor pushing them away. 
Instead of letting your life go by without living it, you 
awaken to experience.”  from Psychology Today

To consider the inner power available to us as 
we focus upon the present, give thought to the 
idea that we are a living breathing entity held in an 
unconditional fi eld of radiant force.  This radiant 
energy is breathing us even as we feel we are 
breathing it.  While we are breathing we think we are 
in control but breath is not under the function of our 
will.  We can speed it up or slow it down but it has its 
own quality.  It is dynamic, fl uid and all embracing!  

Once we genuinely relax into this state, it is 
incredibly freeing ... it allows us to see/sense/feel that 
whatever we are calling God or the Life Presence, we 
are really able to see our tendency to control outcome 
or worry about things far beyond our reasonable 
involvement with them.

Some important values we can uncover regarding 
living in the now.

It invites us to focus (in a mindfulness sense) • 
upon the deeper components of our nature.

Distractions that tend to pull us away from our • 
necessary or important choices fall away.

Once we decide that we are no longer victims • 
of an unfriendly universe or pawns of a capri-
cious cosmic chess player, we claim freedom to 
be the soul we incarnated to be and thus reveal 
to ourselves and our life the larger purposes of 
our soul.

We allow ourselves to surrender fantasies (how-• 
ever pleasant) they may be.  Imaging possible or 
desirable outcomes to our yearnings is a worthy 
exercise.  Staying present to life allows us to actu-
ally accomplish the goal(s) we imagine.

Staying present allows us to show up for our own • 
life and let go of trying to control others and 
some scenario that’s theirs to do.  The clearer 
we are about who we are, the more we can focus 
upon what is essential to us that the Source of All 
Life is seeking to express through and as us.

Finally, I believe meditation, mindfulness practices and 
prayer are helpful to live in the now.

Living in the now really suggests that we can access 
the power of the “God within”.  We can call it Divine 
Light, Divine Love, Divine Wisdom or some other name 
but it is the real anchor in the times that we are being 
buffeted by unruly winds and noisy storms created by 
our ego nature.  

Clarity comes when we become quiet and still.  Then 
we can genuinely go forward in the moment to see what 
is placed before us.

 ... in quietness and in confi dence shall be your 
strength.
     Isaiah 30: 15

July 6 - 9
Omaha, NE
For Private Consultation
Contact: Anna Harwood
(402) 616-3210

July 13 - 17
Unity of Garden Park
3581 West Galbraith Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45239
Morning Service: Sunday July 16   
11:00 a.m.  
When We Lose Our Way Are We Lost?
Workshop July 16  1 - 3:30 p.m.
Higher Purpose of Intuition on a Spiritual Journey
For Private Consultation
Contact: Robert or Linda Voges
(513) 288-6849
rbtvoges@yahoo.com

     
Rev. Zemke On Tour
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  ALTERNATIVE HEALING 
THE TEMPLE OF THE LIVING GOD’S HEALING 

MINISTRY AFFIRMS GOD AS THE TRUE SOURCE OF 
OUR STRENGTH, GUIDANCE AND HEALING.  

WITHIN A SPIRITUAL FRAMEWORK WE OFFER 
ASSISTANCE, PRAYER, AND SUPPORT THROUGH A 

VARIETY OF HEALING APPROACHES. 

 
SPIRITUAL HEALING 

 
HANDS ON MINI HEALING 
Before Sunday Worship Service 10:35-10:50 
 
DIVINE HEALING DURING SERVICE - 3rd Sunday 
Laying on of Hands 
 
REIKI & HEALING TOUCH - Last Sunday 12:30  
Individual healing sessions using Reiki and Healing Touch is offered to 
those who are looking for a natural and simple way to achieve healing 
of any physical, emotional, mental and spiritual challenges. A sign-up 
sheet is in the lobby before Sunday Service. Love Offering is deeply 
appreciated. 
 
PRAYER & HEALING MINISTRY 
Upon receipt of a request for healing the individual’s name will be 
placed in our healing chest and prayed for during Sunday Service.  
The same request is given to the healing channel team to be prayed 
for throughout the month.  

 

 

  

AARE YOU 
INWARDLY   
WWILLING & 
READY TO 

EXPERIENCE 
HHEALING IN 
ALL AREAS 
OF YOUR 

LIFE? 

 

DO YOU NEED A 
LISTENING EAR?  

A Chaplain is available 
to support you on your 
spiritual journey.  

Someone who will hold 
sacred space with you.   

Someone who will listen 
and hold what is said in 
strictest confidence.   

Someone who will pray 
with you.  

Someone who is there 
when you are in need. 

Each Sunday this 
service is available        

to all. 
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Sunday Discussion Group

  

 
A COURSE IN MIRACLES   STUDY GROUP 
Monday 7 p.m. Marge Limbach      Monday class does meet in July. 
 
Thursday 7:30 p.m.    (Burlington House)  Gonzalo Lever     
Love Offering  
ATTN: During July there will be no Course of Miracles on Thursdays at Burlington House 
with Gonzalo. It will resume in August. 
 

Join like-minded students of a Course in Miracles.  Through this study you will have a true understanding of the 
Course’s message and how you can apply it to living life fully.  This is an inspiring, stimulating, on-going discussion 
group!  

  THE WAY OF MASTERY   STUDY GROUP (Burlington House) 

ATTN: No meetings in July and August - will return in September.      
Instructor Teri Lake  
 

Join us for a powerful discussion course called The Way of Mastery, in book form and also 
channeled audio recording of Jesus received by Jon Hammer which creates an incredible 
intimate and direct experience on how to reach and open our own Divinity.     

  
 PSYCHIC SHOWCASE  
the 2nd Saturday in March  & October  
An exciting, revealing opportunity to receive  
correct, practical, clear inner guidance. 
 

 
 INTUITIVE DEVELOPMENT     3rd  Thursday of the month 7-9 pm 
 Instructor Melody Vadehra      Burlington House  sugg. Donation $10 
  ATTN: No meetings in July & August-will resume in September                                        
 These evening events are for those who wish to develop their psychic awareness        
and become more in tune with their own intuition and their guides.  Lectures & various 
techniques will vary. 

 
 
SUNDAY DISCUSSION GROUP 
  
2nd Sunday of the month 12:30-1:45 p.m.  Gonzalo Lever & Rev. Karmene Lusis 
These inspiring and stimulating discussion groups are based on monthly themes.  
Discover how practical insight helps fulfill our hopes and aspirations. 
       

Open aand On--going Classes  

We invite you to enjoy and take advantage of what the following 
aactivities may offer you. 

 

 ATTN: Thursday Course In Miracles 
groups will be on recess in July

Next Date - October 14, 2017

:

:
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Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
10-12 p.m.
Basic Yoga
Dr. Ronald Porter
Suggested Love 
Donation $15

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

7 - 9 p.m.  
A Course in Miracles 
Margie Limbach 
Love Offering

7 - 9 p.m.  
A Course in Miracles 
Margie Limbach 
Love Offering

Divine Healing

7 - 9 p.m.  
A Course in Miracles 
Margie Limbach 
Love Offering 

7 - 9 p.m.  
A Course in Miracles 
Margie Limbach 
Love Offering

7 - 9 p.m.  
A Course in Miracles 
Margie Limbach 
Love Offering

11:00 a.m. Speaker
Rev. Annette Mason
“Where Do You 
Live?”
Offi ciating
Dena Lebowitz

11:00 a.m. Speaker
Rev. LeRoy Zemke
“Expanding 
Our Inner 
Universe”

Offi ciating
Rev. Karmene 

          
           
11:00 a.m. Speaker:
Rev. Nancy 
Christensen
“It’s An Inside 
Job”

Offi ciating
Rev. Karmene Lusis 12 - 4  p.m.

Bookstore Psychic 
Readers
Melissa Newbeck
Carol Wicker
15 min. $15

12 - 3:30  p.m.
Dream Analysis
Louise Fimlaid
$20

10 - 4 p.m.
The Higher 
Purposes of 
Intuition
Rev. LeRoy Zemke
$50

12 - 4  p.m.
Bookstore Psychic 
Readers
Toni Bennett
Melissa Newbeck
Carol Wicker

11 - 12:30  p.m.
Muscle Testing 
Workshop
Rev. Karmene 
Lusis
$15
See Page 14

12:30  p.m.
Usher/Greeter
Training

11:00 a.m. Speaker
Rev. LeRoy Zemke
“The Inner 
Universe is ... 
Where?”      
Offi ciating Rev. 
Karmene Lusis
12:30 p.m.
Randall Clark

        

      2017

12:30 - 2 p.m.
Metaphysical Forum
Love Offering

7:30 - 9 p.m.
No Course in 
Miracles in July

7:30 - 9 p.m.
No Course in 
Miracles in July

7:30 - 9 p.m.
No Course in 
Miracles in July

7:30 - 9 p.m.
No Course in 
Miracles in July

1 - 3 p.m.
Spiritual Approach to
Caregiving & Grief
$60

1 - 3 p.m.
Spiritual Approach to
Caregiving & Grief
Rev. Carol Dooley RN

7 p.m.
Evening of 
Healing Practices
Free
See Page 8

10 - 12 p.m.
Offi ciator Training

1 - 3 p.m.
Spiritual Approach to
Caregiving & Grief
Rev. Carol Dooley RN

Expanding Our Expanding Our 
Inner UniverseInner Universe

No Intuitive 
Development
Returns in September

12:30 - 1:45 p.m.
Sunday Discussion 
Group
Rev. Karmene Lusis

12:30
4th of July Potluck
Share the Wealth 
Drawing

10:35-10:50
Sunday Hands on Healing

  JULYJULY

30 31

12:30 p.m.Reiki & 
Healing Touch

11:00 a.m. Speaker
Rev. Karmene Lusis
“Stretching Our 
Limit”      
Offi ciating 
Wendi Accardi
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Independence Day Celebration

 Sunday July 2

Join Us For a 4th of July Celebration Potluck
Food, Fellowship, Music, Fun !!!

Bring your favorite dish
We’ll provide the coffee, tea and beverages
Event will be held in the Fellowship Hall!

SPIRITUAL APPROACH TO
DEATH, DYING, CAREGIVING 

AND GRIEF

Rev. Carol Dooley RN

3 Thursdays 7/13, 20, 27
1-3 pm $60.00

Scholarships Available

This course will allow us to become comfortable 
with the end-stage process of life whether it be for 
us or someone we love.  Carol will bring an aware-
ness of what is needed to look for in these end-
stages and how anyone in the position of caregiving 
can have a spiritual connection with the person 
transitioning.  

Each of us will also explore how we can survive the 
grieving process.  By having a greater understand-
ing of the cycle of life, each person will be able to 
relate better to the spiritual experiences as men-
tioned in her book; “Heaven Has No Address”.  
Book will be available for sale at the class. 

Rev. Dooley studied extensively at the College 
of Metaphysical Studies in Clearwater and later 
became an ordained minister.  Through years 
of practice, she became a certifi ed medium 
and a spiritual counselor.  In addition, she is a 
Therepeutic Touch practitioner, does refl exology, 
past-life regression, numerology and is an artist.  
Her most recent accomplishment is authoring 
the book “Heaven Has No Address”.

    

  
Write your name on the ticket and place it into 

the special container.

On Sunday July 2 at our 4th of July Potluck, a 
drawing will take place and the lucky winner 

will receive 50% of all money collected.
  

  YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE PRESENT 
TO WIN

STARTING IN JUNE
Tickets will be available for purchase to

SHARE THE WEALTH
$1 for 1 ticket  -  6 tickets for $5

SHARE THE WEALTH
   Sunday July 2
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You are invited to attend a Workshop 
on Dreams

DREAM ANALYSIS
A WAY TO LISTEN TO GOD

Instructor Louise Fimlaid  
Saturday July 15, 12:00-3:30 p.m.

BRING A DREAM
$20

Throughout the Bible there have been those who 
dreamt and those who would interpret the dreams.  
Dreams reveal forgotten depths of the human being 
and our connection to the spiritual world that sur-
rounds us.  These dreams are messages that come from 
our higher self which can guide us in resolving inner 
confl icts.  When we sleep, we block out distractions, 
and at that time our subconscious and soul fi nds a way 
to make us realize what is really going on in our lives 
and how it is affecting us.

This workshop is designed to teach us how to inter-
pret our dreams.  Many times there is a dream that 
we repeat over and over.  The planet Neptune, which 
is responsible for our imagination, sets the stage and 
is the script writer.  The game is to fi nd the clues, 
which allow us to solve the mystery.  Knowing this 
technique will tell us the hidden message that belongs 
to only you.

Without this knowledge and tools to decipher these 
dreams, we are left with only a movie that entertained 
or scared us.  What images are in our dreams appear 
there as props. Each of us is everything in our dream 
and everything has a special meaning relating to what 
we are dealing with at the present time.  The use of 
this information will allow us to understand what your 
inner self is attempting to reveal to us.  

A prerequisite to attend the class is to BRING A 
DREAM.  In class you will draw your dream on a 
very large piece of paper for the class to see.  Louise 
will take you on a dream walk, which will show how 
to interpret future dreams.

CCALLING ALL TLG HEALERS 
 

On Wednesdays, July 19 and August 23 

All TLG Healers are being invited to join other                 
TLG Healers in a 

PRACTICE EVENING 

at The Temple of the Living God. 

 

Experience hands-on techniques,                             
learn new methodologies of healing and                       

share in conversation for more                                
effective understanding of healing modalities. 

7:00pm  

Eat lightly before arriving, drink plenty of water and 
wear comfortable clothing. 

 

For further information,                                              
call Rev. Karmene Lusis at  

(727) 822-8628 

MMETAPHYSICAL FORUM 
 

On Sundays, July 30 and August 27,                                   
join us here at the Temple for an afternoon                           

of insightful, inspiring conversation as we explore 
new and not so new ideas that reveal                         

powerful truths to live by. 
 

Whether you are new to metaphysics                                  
or have walked this enlightened journey                               

for a while, ALL are welcome.  
 

 

JOIN US AND BE AMAZED !!! 
 

 

12:30 – 2:00 PM                                                
(Love Offering)                                         

 

The Temple of the Living God                                         
1950 2nd Avenue North                                                        

St. Petersburg, FL 33713                                                      
(727) 822-8628 
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The Higher Purpose of Intuition

Rev. LeRoy Zemke

Saturday July 29
10 - 4 p.m.

$50
Scholarships Available

Bring bag lunch

Intuition is most clearly and precisely defi ned as 
sudden/direct knowing.  It’s an internal experience 
of a simple/complex nature offering specifi c infor-
mation to us that occurs beyond rational thought, 
reasoning or processed thought.

In a new and exciting context, we will 
have a focused opportunity to discover 
some of the new methods and processes 
that can be useful in accessing Intuition in 
our daily/professional lives.

THE SILENT VOICE ... How do we 1. 
learn to recognize the voice of our deep 
Intuitive self in the midst of all the 
clamor and saber rattling distractions 
of our ego nature? Two specifi c 
techniques will be presented for direct 
experience.  Exercises will be discussed.

THE GIFT OF REVELATION2. .  What 
specifi c purpose does intuition serve in 
our day to day life?  How do we access 
the practical aspects of Intuition in our 
personal life and fi nd a way to become 
open to its presence?  Is there any area 
or avenue of our lives that cannot be 
available to the intuitive experience?   

THE WORKSHOP is designed for 3. 
new as well as advanced students and 
teachers of the Inner Way to clarify 
and strengthen our deep intuitive 
revelation(s). Wherever we are in the 
journey of our lives, professionally or 
personally, each person can benefi t 
from this experience.

Are you unhappy with the state of your health?

 Have you become overwhelmed with the 
confusing and confl icting information on what 
we need to do to fi x it? 

Well….take a deep breath….it’s not as hard as it 
seems! 

Join Randall Clark for a fun and informative 
discussion on simple steps we can take to see vast 
improvements in our physical, emotional, mental 
and spiritual health. 

We will discuss some time-honored traditions 
as well as the most recently published 
peer-reviewed research on what our body needs 
to run effectively and effi ciently. 

Let’s live a healthier life together!  If you want to 
live a healthier life, I would love for you to join 
me for this presentation!

Randall Clark is one of the world’s pre-eminent 
experts on Neurosomatic therapy. Since he began 
studying with Paul St. John in 1998, Mr. Clark 
has promoted and advanced this emerging fi eld of 
manual therapy as a therapist, instructor, author 
and international lecturer. In 2011 he founded the 
Center for Neurosomatic Studies, a groundbreaking 
school that combines massage, personal training and 
Neurosomatic Therapy into one 18-month university 
accredited and certifi ed training program.

Simple “Health Hacks” 
for a Healthier You

Randall Clark
12:30 

Sunday July 23
Love Offering
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Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

                                 1 2 3 4 5

6 7                       8 9 10 11 12 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30 31                    30                    

7:30 - 9 p.m.
A Course in Miracles
Gonzalo Lever
Burlington House
Love Offering

7:30 - 9 p.m.
A Course in Miracles
Gonzalo Lever
Burlington House
Love Offering

7:30 - 9 p.m.
A Course in Miracles
Gonzalo Lever
Burlington House
Love Offering

7:30 - 9 p.m.
A Course in Miracles
Gonzalo Lever
Burlington House
Love Offering

7 p.m.
Evening of Healing 
Practices
Free
See Page 8

Social Event
Francis Wilson 
Theater
Joseph’s Amazing 
Technicolor Dream 
Coat
$30
See Page 12

7:30 - 9 p.m.
A Course in Miracles
Gonzalo Lever
Burlington House
Love Offering

7 - 9 p.m.
A Course in Miracles
Margie Limbach
Love Offering

12:30 - 1:45 p.m.
Sunday Discussion 
Group
Gonzalo Lever

7 - 9 p.m.
A Course in Miracles
Margie Limbach
Love Offering

7 - 9 p.m.
A Course in Miracles
Margie Limbach
Love Offering

7 - 9 p.m.
A Course in Miracles
Margie Limbach
Love Offering

10:35-10:50
Every Sunday
Hands On Mini -Healing

               
11:00 a.m Speaker
Rev. LeRoy Zemke
“Living In the Now”
Offi ciating
Rev. Karmene Lusis

11:00 a.m Speaker
Gonzalo Lever
“What Can We Do 
Right Now?”
Offi ciating
Carol Mitchell

11:00 a.m Speaker
John Seibert
“Create Your Future In 
the Now”
Offi ciating
Rev. Annette Mason

  20172017  

11-3:30 p.m.
Complete Course 
Tarot  3 pts
$75 or $25 each
Louise Fimlaid

11-3:30 p.m.
Complete Course 
Tarot  3 pts
$75 or $25 each
Louise Fimlaid

10-12 p.m.
Basic Yoga
Dr. Ronald Porter
Suggested Love 
Donation $15
11 -3:30 p.m.
Complete Course 
Tarot  3 pts
$75 or $25 each
Louise Fimlaid

10 - 1 p.m.
Foundations Class
Rev. LeRoy Zemke
Rev. Karmene Lusis
Love Offering
See Page 13

12 - 4 p.m.
Bookstore Psychic 
Readers
Melissa Newbeck
Carol Wicker
Mary Matlock
15 min. $15

12 - 4 p.m.
Bookstore Psychic 
Readers
Melissa Newbeck
Carol Wicker
Mary Matlock
15 min. $15

Divine Healing

Living In the NowLiving In the Now

11:00 a.m Speaker
Rev. LeRoy Zemke
“What Time Is It?”   
  Offi ciating
Rev. Karmene Lusis

Reiki & Healing 
Touch
Love Offering

12:30 - 2 p.m.
Metaphysical 
Forum
Rev. Lusis 
Love Offering

AUGUSTAUGUST

No Intuitive 
Development
Returns in 
September

Church Offi ce On Vacation Aug. 7 through Aug. 20

Church Offi ce On Vacation Aug. 7 through Aug. 20
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A complete course  

THE SPIRITUAL STUDY OF THE TAROT 
Including 

THE KABALAH, ASTROLOGY AND NUMEROLOGY 
Instructor: Astrologer Louise Fimlaid 

 
Being taught in 3 parts 

Pt. 1 Saturday August 5, 11-3:30 p.m. 
Major Arcana 22 cards 

____________________________ 
Pt. 2 Saturday August 12, 11-3:30 p.m. 

Minor Arcana 
____________________________ 

Pt. 3 Saturday August 19, 11-3:30 p.m. 
Minor Arcana cont. & how to read the Tarot 

______________________________ 
FEE: $75 or $25 each part - all materials included 

 
Scholarships available if financial difficulties 

 
Bring a bag lunch & Deck of Rider Waite Tarot Cards 

(These can be purchased in Miracles Book Store) 
 
These workshops on The Tarot are unlike any studies that you have done. In order to understand the true 
spiritual meaning of the Tarot, this course will also explain the inter-relationship among the Tarot, Numerology, 
Astrology and the Kabalah. All are ancient, deeply spiritual studies, which correspond in many ways and add 
layers of richer meaning to one another when combined together. Tarot study is a journey into a vast realm 
where you can explore possible futures, learn from the past, and gain invaluable insights into your thoughts, 
feelings and motivations, made all the more profound and useful when studied along with the other 3 esoteric 
subjects. 

In this series, Louise will provide: 
 An in-depth interpretation for each of the 72 cards in the Tarot.   
 Clear visual presentations of each card onto a screen as it is discussed. 
 A thorough understanding of the Kabalistic Tree of Life and where and why each Tarot card can be 

represented on it. 
 

After which you will cut and paste the card on your own Kabalah Tree of Life. 
 

Too often one only understands the mundane meaning of the Tarot cards.   
There is a spiritual meaning for every card. 

 
For example: While the Lovers card can clearly signify love and romance, what more comprehensive meaning 
might it have in a reading when someone asks where his/her life is headed?  In such a case as this, another 
aspect of the Lovers card may prove to be more insightful, that aspect which indicates that we function on three 
levels of consciousness; the subconscious, conscious and superconscious.  Depending on which of these 3 levels 
of interpretation is the one chosen to focus on, the outcome indicated to that question can vary significantly. By 
exploring alternate interpretations and the layers of meaning embedded in the cards, your Tarot readings will 
become more accurate and helpful. 
 
BIO:  Louise Fimlaid, p.m.a.f.a a Practicing Astrologer for over 40 years is a certified professional member of the A.F.A. and 
NCGR with clients throughout the United States and in other countries.  She practices astrology full time, counseling, teaching, 
writing and lecturing.  She teaches all metaphysical subjects including Dream analyses, The Kabalah, Numerology, The Tarot, 
Exoteric and Esoteric Astrology as well as spiritual consciousness.  She enjoys sharing her gems of wisdom with her students and 
has a wealth of knowledge and a unique way of blending all of the subjects together when she teaches.   She is the author of 
Timetable of Life, a textbook that employs an individual’s chart to show examples from conception onward and The Spiritual 
Study of the Tarot including The Kabalah, Astrology and Numerology.  Now that the Internet is available, you may read articles 
and order her courses at her website www.fimlaid.com. Or e-mail her fimlaid@yahoo.com     
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TEMPLE’S SOCIAL AND 
COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
EVENT FOR AUGUST

Wednesday 8/16
FRANCIS WILSON THEATER

302 Seminole St. Clearwater 33755

Joseph was his father’s favorite and his brothers 
resented him for it,

but God had big plans for this litt le brother.

$30.00
Wine and Cheese Reception at 7pm

Open Seating 8pm
CALL Louise Fimlaid 727-723-0120 

for your ticket
(deadline August 8)

Presented by, and proceeds go to, P. E.O. sister-
hood - a philanthropic organization where women 
celebrate the advancement of women, educate 
women through scholarship grant awards, loans 
and stewardship and motivate women to achieve 
their highest aspiration.

Joseph’s Amazing 
Technicolor Dream Coat

SAVE THE DATE!
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 24

58TH ANNIVERSARY 
CELEBRATION 

TEMPLE OF THE LIVING GOD

GUEST SPEAKER
REV. PAGE BRYANT

(Complete details in our September bulletin)

Internationally recognized teacher, author, 
psychic counselor and visionary has been on the 
cutting edge of sacred ecology and the Ancient 

Wisdom Teachings. Noted as being a world 
authority on Earth Energies and Shamanic 

Practice, Page brings her incredible insights to 
our relationship with the heavens and the stars. 

The author of nine books and numerous articles, 
Page continues her work as an author and 

teacher and now invites you to learn from her 
vast experience. 
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Foundations Class
team-taught by

Rev. LeRoy Zemke, Rev. Karmene Lusis
 

 We warmly invite you to join us,
as we offer the Temple’s Foundation Class

 

Class is open to all members, friends and interested persons

Hour 1
Origins of Temple’s Founding as a Universal Spiritualist Church, Sept. 25, 1960• 
Who were the Founders?  .• 

 Rev. Laurine J. C. Stroud
 Rev. Raymond P. Noegel
 Rev. Lamar Keene

Brief history• 
 Current location purchased in 1966; all campus facilities purchased later
 Independent Corporate Organization - 1999

Hour 2
Metaphysical structure and Mission of Church• 

 7 Major Core Beliefs
 Metaphysical teachings including New Thought, Unity, Science of Mind, Wisdom Teachings, 
 Outreach of Miracles Bookstore
 Mission Statement:
  Our mission is to assist people in their spiritual awakening and to support 
  them through education, healing, love and service

Hour 3
Views specifi c to the Temple• 

 Interfaith views
 The role of major spiritual teachings such as Christianity, Buddhism, Taoism, Confusicanism, 
 Islam and Hinduism
 Purpose of sacred practice, such as prayer, meditation, hands on healing

Outreach in the community • 
 

It’s a focused, insightful and revealing view of who we are as a spiritual community
and how we serve in a rapidly changing world!

 

Saturday August 26
10 - 1 p.m.

Love Offering
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ATTENTION

Temple Auxiliary
Coming Soon

To TLG!

Stay tuned in for
more information

WE WELCOME
NEW TEMPLE MEMBERS

June 4, 2017

l to r Rev. Marvin Shepherd, Rev. LeRoy Zemke, 
Geraldine E. Worthen

BBOOKSTORE EVENT 

“Muscle Testing”
Workshop

with Rev. Karmene Lusis 

SATURDAY, JULY 8 

11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.                         
$15.00 

 

In this Workshop, you will learn: 

*Muscle Testing Basics/Kinesiology 

*Getting Answers from the
Subconscious Mind 

*Why Muscle Testing Works 

*Applying Muscle Testing 

See You There !!!

Gratefulness is the key to a happy life that we 
hold in our hands, because if we are not grateful, 
then no matter how much we have we will not 
be happy - because we will always want to have 
something else for something more.
   David Steindl-Rast

Never assume that what you know is all there is 
to know, because your spirit may surprise you 
with something more.     
   Anonymous

Your task is not to seek love, but merely to seek 
and fi nd all the barriers within yourself that you 
have built against it.     
   Muhammad Rumi
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Temple of the Living God
 Founded September 25, 1960

Senior Pastor . ................................................Rev. LeRoy Zemke
Assistant Pastor ............................................Rev. Karmene Lusis

Ministry Team 
Rev. Betty Pressly                                         Rev. Annette Mason
Rev. Gloria Standish

Executive Board
President .................................................................Carol Mitchell
Vice-President ....................................................... Marlyn Brause
Secretary .............................................................Marie Neuberger
Treasurer .......................................................................Beth Kratz 
Asst. Treasurer...........................................................Ilse Kearney
Trustees...........................Carolyn Chastain, Carrol Jude, Wendy Accardi
Members At Large....................................Geoff Beardsley, Rev. Gloria Standish, 
...............................................................................................................John Mavros

Staff
Audio Visual Technicians .......Geoff Beardsley, Wendy Accardi,                                                                                                   
 .....................................................................................Steve Isaac
Chaplains’ Coordinator ................................. Rev. Terra Giordani
Church Secretary .....................................................Carol Schuldt
Computer IT Specialist .................Dennis Smith, Randy Zurman
Coordinator of Ushers ......................................Laurie O’Sullivan
Education Coordinators ....... Rev. LeRoy Zemke, Louise Fimlaid
Education/Website Data Administrator ................... Ruth Howard
Facebook Coordinators.............................. Teri Lake, Beth Kratz
Healing Ministry Leader...  ..........................Rev. Karmene Lusis
Maintenance Coordinator  ....................................Larry Fiorenza
Monthly Bulletin Editors.............. Carol Schuldt, Louise Fimlaid
Music Director........................................................Carol Mitchell
Keyboard Accompanists..........................Jill Athey, Alex Garrido
Prayer/Healing Ministry Director ................Rev. Gloria Standish
Sunshine Coordinator ..........................Ronalda & Ashby Hobson
Volunteer Coordinator .............................................. John Mavros

Miracles Metaphysical Bookstore

Additional Parking - Anytime
On Temple’s

Burlington House Avenue N. Property
Directly North

of Church’s Parking Lot

                      SCHOLARSHIPS         

Scholarships are available to members of the 
Temple and to others who regularly attend Sunday 

Services or classes. 
 

Call the Temple at (727) 822-8628 for information 
on Scholarships 
at least 2 weeks 

before the proposed class begins.

Please choose the above parking 
before parking on 2nd Ave N.
Since street parking is public, 

we also want to respect 
those who live next to us!

When our parking facilities are full

Parking available in the Eye Clinic
Parking lot on 1st. Ave. N. Just behind the Temple

(20th St. N. And 1st Ave N.)
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To Contact Us: (send as an e-mail or letter)
Offi ce
Rev. LeRoy Zemke Senior Pastor
tlgchurch@verizon.net

Rev. Karmene Lusis Asst. Pastor
tlgnowministry@gmail.com
Carol Mitchell, President Executive Board
carolannmitchell52@yahoo.com

Marie Neuberger, Administrative Assistant
tlgchurch@verizon.net

Carol Schuldt
tlgchurch@verizon.net

Beth Kratz
tlgaccounting@verizon.net

Rev. Gloria Standish
tlgprayer@verizon.net

Geoff Beardsley
tlgav@hotmail.com

Temple of the Living God
A Metaphysical Community Church

1950 Second Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida 33713

Phone (727) 822-8628
FAX: 727-894-1913

www.templeofthelivinggod.org

Miracles Metaphysical Bookstore
(727) 822-3157
Hours: Saturday,

11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
& before and after Sunday 11:00 a.m. service

For Private Consultation
Rev. LeRoy Zemke

Parsonage (727) 894-4726
Rev. Karmene Lusis

(727) 822-8628

The church is available for weddings,
baptisms and memorial services

If you no longer wish to receive this bulletin,
please check box and return.

Thank You

DATED MATERIAL -
DO NOT DELAY

Sent With
Love To:

Temple of the Living God of St. Petersburg
A Metaphysical Community Church
P.O. Box 12235
St. Petersburg, Florida 33733
Return Service Requested


